
A DARK BROWN DOG CHARACTER ANALYSIS

A Dark Brown Dog is a sad, but important story relating to the Jim Crow South, written by Stephen Crane in , and
published We hope this guide is particularly useful for teachers and students to better understand the historical context
and the story's allegory.

Karr Cari Cost Homelessness is a major and growing issue worldwide. After all, what could the poor wife and
child do to save the carcass? He is recognized by modern critics as one of the most innovative writers of his
generation. There's an expression, "It's a dog's life" which actually used to mean being treated poorly, beaten,
abused, abandoned. His eyes grew wild with the terror of it. Wells , along with many others. The Characters
The Dog â€” The dog is clearly representing a man newly freed from slavery. Camilo David He is a flat
character. This piece of rope is symbolic of the former slavery which became free. The father threw the small
body of the dog and the child cried and screamed, tried to avoid the what the father did. His final fun and
torture he picks up the puppy by the leg and swings the pup around in the air several times. She participates in
the beating, similar to federal "separate but equal" decision see Historical Context section below. This was
apparent to me from the beginning. So the background of the story is the poor society in New York around  It
is also an allegory and social criticism of post-Civil War Reconstruction, in which the dog represents recently
freed slaves who continue to be mistreated under the pretense of being free; the child is the new generation of
white Southerners who have good intentions to attempt protecting African-Americans, but haven't matured
enough to offer a safe and nurturing environment; and the father embodies Jim Crow Laws, which enforced
segregation and suppression of African Americans, stripping their rights, even though they are supposedly
freemen, protected by Federal civil rights. This technique make us realize that the writer personifies the
character of the dog, maybe as a symbolic way of showing us that the tragic destiny of the dog could had been
the boy's. At the end of the story, the dog closes his suffering. At first, the dog is a victim of the boy it is loyal
to the boy, thought he treats it badly. The other characters are protagonist except the child , they molest the
dog badly and even they hate the dog so much. The streets are desolate, empty, calm. I highly encourage you
to read the story first â€” it will take you 20 minutes max. Truth to life itself was the only test, the greatest
artists were the simplest, and simple because they were true. The event represents that even though the chains
of slavery are gone the mentality of slavery remains. Then the story takes a very sad, gruesome turn for the
young dog. How is this symbolic of conditions for African Americans in Southern States during the
Reconstruction period? The Neighbors - Their only role in the story is as witnesses to the horror of watching a
dog thrown to his death. When the father fails to feed the dog the child attempts to fetch some food for his
companion. The first is a sad story about a dog and a very young child, who administers both protection and
cruelty, until the dog's tragic death at the hands of the child's father. The boy and the puppy grow very fond of
each other. Once you re-read and analyze the story it can be easily interpreted into a deeper meaning. The
painting shows demons and devils ambushing the Medieval Saint Anthony, in an ironically peaceful
landscape. Crane delivers a dark and difficult story to read. The dog and the child regarded each other with
curiosity, as two strangers from different worlds often do. Third, some events happened in pavement when the
child in the first time saw the dog died. The child was the new generation that attempted to treat former slaves
as equals, but struggled to actually deliver the respect deserved. Probably the child reflects his father's
behavior towards him in his own behavior towards the dog. Federal protections were established to offer basic
civil rights Amendments , called the Reconstruction Amendments. The authors stated that while it 's
impossible for energy to be made or destroyed, it can change form.


